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ABSTRACT

Global positioning system (GPS) radio occultation (RO) data have been broadly used in global and regional

numerical weather predictions. Assimilation with the bending angle often performs better than refractivity,

which is inverted from the bending angle under spherical assumption and is sometimes associated with negative

biases at the lower troposphere; however, the bending angle operator also requires a highermodel top as used in

global models. This study furnishes the feasibility of bending-angle assimilation in the prediction of heavy

precipitation systems with a regional model. The local RO operators for simulating bending angle and re-

fractivity are implemented in theWeather Research andForecasting (WRF)–local ensemble transformKalman

filter (LETKF) framework. The impacts of assimilating RO data from the Constellation Observing System for

Meteorology Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) using both operators are evaluated on the prediction of

a heavy precipitation episode during SouthwestMonsoonExperiment intensive observing period 8 (SoWMEX-

IOP8) in 2008. Results show that both the refractivity and bending angle provide a favorable condition for

generating this heavy rainfall event. In comparison with the refractivity data, the advantage of assimilating the

bending angle is identified in themidtroposphere for deepening of themoist layer that leads to a rainfall forecast

closer to the observations.

1. Introduction

Heavy rainfall frequently appears in Taiwan during the

early summer rainy seasons (mid-May tomid-June; Chen

and Chen 2003), especially over southwestern Taiwan

(Chen et al. 2007). To investigate the mechanism of the

heavy rainfall in this region of complex terrain (Fig. 1a),

the Southwest Monsoon Experiment (SoWMEX) and

the Terrain-Influenced Monsoon Rainfall Experiment

(TiMREX) were conducted jointly during the period

from 15May to 30 June 2008 in the northern South China

Sea (SCS), and the western coastal plain and mountain

slope regions of southern Taiwan (Jou et al. 2011). The

objectives of SoWMEX/TiMREX are to improve un-

derstanding of physical processes associated with terrain-

influenced heavy precipitation systems and the monsoon

environment in which they are embedded, and ultimately,

to better forecast heavy rain-producing convective sys-

tems. The issuing of flash flood warnings has become

a challenging task in Taiwan due to the complex terrain

and limited observations associated with the dynamic and

thermodynamic fields. The availability of the global posi-

tioning system (GPS) radio occultation (RO) observations
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provides the possibility to depict the temperature and

moisture profiles of the atmosphere (Kursinski et al. 1997;

Kuo et al. 2000).

During recent years, GPSRO observations have been

well recognized as improving global analysis and pre-

diction with operational numerical weather prediction

(NWP) systems (Healy and Thépaut 2006; Cucurull et al.
2006, 2007; Healy et al. 2007; Cucurull and Derber 2008;

Aparicio et al. 2009; Anlauf et al. 2011). Benefits are at-

tributed to high accuracy and precision with high vertical

resolution (2–60m up to the stratosphere), all-weather

capability little shadowed by cloud, and equal accuracy

over both land and ocean (Anthes et al. 2008). Mainly,

improvements are identified in the temperature fields

since the moisture concentrates in the low troposphere

where the amount of theROdata is limited. Baker (2011)

demonstrates that the Constellation Observing System

for Meteorology Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC)

RO data provides highly useful observation impact and

effectively reduces the 1-day forecast error. Aiming to

FIG. 1. (a) Topography of Taiwan (km) and the distribution of the automatic rain gauge stations. The blue and red

diamonds are used to indicate the rain gauges in the coastal and terrain regions, respectively. (b) Total accumulated

rainfall on 16 Jun from the observations in color scale (mm). The star in (a) denotes the model grid point (22.88N,

120.28E) near the Tainan sounding station. (c) Time series of the hourly rainfall from the automatic rain gauges. The

coastal and terrain rainfall are computed based on the rain gauges, denoted by blue and red dots, respectively, in (a).
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assimilate the upstreamGPSRO data, Healy et al. (2007)

and Healy (2008) use the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) operational global

four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4D-Var)

system to show that theGPSRObending angle data have

a positive impact on temperature analysis and forecast in

themid- to upper troposphere and stratosphere. Cucurull

et al. (2013) suggest that assimilation of the RO bending

angle can be more beneficial than RO refractivity data in

terms of the NWP forecast skill, with the challenge of

vertical water vapor gradients and larger residual errors

from the ionospheric correction. However, among these

works, the impact of GPSRO data on low-troposphere

moisture is less clear.

For regional weather prediction, studies have shown

that assimilating the RO-retrieved refractivity data is

beneficial for predicting the typhoon track and heavy

precipitation (Huang et al. 2005, 2010; Chen et al. 2009;

Kueh et al. 2009). Recently, a case study by Liu et al.

(2012) showed that when RO refractivity was assimi-

lated using a quasi-excess phase operator, moisture in

the boundary and wind analysis at the low and upper

troposphere were enhanced, leading to more accurate

genesis and intensification of Hurricane Ernesto (2008).

In addition to the impact on tropical cyclones, the im-

pact of assimilating RO refractivity data to improve the

simulated mei-yu frontal systems is discussed in Huang

et al. (2010). However, negative impacts are found in the

moisture field at the 850-hPa level. As a consequence,

the expected ability of the RO data to improve the

moisture convergence and thus the heavy rainfall may

be limited.

In most of the current data assimilation systems, as-

similation of the retrieved local RO refractivity data is

commonly performed for simplicity since one only needs

to interpolate modeled pressure, water vapor, and tem-

perature values from the model grid points to the obser-

vation locations (Cucurull et al. 2007). However, the local

refractivity operator with a spherically symmetric as-

sumption can correctly simulate the refractivity only when

the atmosphere/model is locally spherically symmetric. It

has been shown thatRO refractivity contains negative bias

(thus dry bias) in the lower troposphere with super-

refraction mostly stemming from the Abel inversion un-

der spherical symmetry assumption (Sokolovskiy 2003;

Cucurull et al. 2013; Vergados et al. 2013). Also, in-

accuracies may be introduced by using the climatology or

auxiliary information to retrieve refractivities from bend-

ing angle profiles (Kuo et al. 2000). Because there is no use

of an Abel inversion, bending angle is regarded as the

upstream data and it is also expected that the measure-

ment error is less correlated in the bending angle than in

refractivity profiles. Therefore, it is preferable to assimilate

the bending angle observation. Studies show that most of

the global atmospheric assimilating systems use the local

operator to assimilate the RO bending angle and that the

advantage of using the upstream bending angle data can

still be valid as compared with the refractivity data (Healy

and Thépaut 2006; Cucurull et al. 2013). In this study,

a local operator for deriving the local bending angle from

model local refractivity is used to investigate the impact of

assimilating the bending angle. The observation operator

is further described in section 3b.

Nonlocal operators for refractivity (i.e., excess phase)

and bending angle have been proposed in earlier studies

(Sokolovskiy et al. 2005b) to take into account the

horizontal gradient of the atmosphere by integrating the

refractivity along a ray. Studies (Sokolovskiy et al.

2005a,b; Chen et al. 2009; Ma et al. 2009, 2011) prove

that using the nonlocal operator for the excess phase

provides better analysis than using the local refractivity

operator. However, in addition to concern regarding the

computational efficiency, the nonlocal operator for as-

similating the excess phase could have the same limita-

tions since it also still uses refractivity. Healy et al.

(2007) found that both local and two-dimensional non-

local bending angle operators obtain similar results

in the global model forecast, given the consideration

that the limited accuracy of observations is character-

ized in the lower troposphere because of the processing

methods. It is meaningful to demonstrate the feasibility

of local bending angle assimilation in the regional

model.

The impact of RO data for mesoscale weather pre-

diction has been investigated in previous studies; however,

these mostly use the local operator for assimilating re-

fractivity. With the experience of the global assimilation

system, the upstreamRObending angle data are expected

to better represent local variations. In this study, the RO

products of refractivity and bending angle are assimi-

lated with local operators in theWeather Research and

Forecasting–local ensemble transform Kalman filter

(WRF–LETKF) system (Yang et al. 2012). The error

covariance in the WRF–LETKF system can represent

the local flow-dependent dynamical uncertainties and

naturally carries local properties of terrain. This helps

better spread out the observation corrections for up-

dating the model state during the assimilation. The goal

of our study is to examine the feasibility of assimilating

COSMIC RO moisture information for predicting a lo-

calized heavy precipitation event, through a case study

in June 2008 during SoWMEX/TiMREX.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces

the synoptic conditions that produced an extreme heavy

rainfall event in Taiwan. The data assimilation system

used in this study is discussed in section 3. Section 4
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describes the design of data assimilation and numerical

experiments, while section 5 presents the analyses and

forecasts in terms of factors leading to heavy pre-

cipitation. Section 6 discusses the results from a series of

sensitivity experiments related to the assimilation of

bending angle data. Finally, the conclusions are given in

section 7.

2. A brief overview of the characteristics of heavy
rainfall on 16 June 2008 during the SoWMEX/
TiMREX IOP8 event

The IOP8 event during SoWMEX/TiMREX (Tu

et al. 2014; Davis and Lee 2012; Xu et al. 2012) is

characterized by active convective cells in the coastal

region of southwestern Taiwan, resulting in heavy

precipitation on 16 June in this region (Fig. 1b). As

shown in the observations [Figs. 17, 18 of Xu et al.

(2012)], the convection embedded in the southwesterly

wind initialized offshore southwestern Taiwan and

moved inland.

At 0000 UTC 16 June, a mesoscale cyclone was

present over southernChina at the 850-hPa level [Fig. 4d

of Xu et al. (2012)] and a strong southwesterly flow (or

low-level jet, LLJ) with warm moist advection was ob-

served over the northeastern SCS and southwestern

Taiwan coast [Figs. 6, 7 of Xu et al. (2012)]. The south-

westerly LLJ over the upstream ocean of southwestern

Taiwan that conveys abundantmoisture was deflected to

a southerly flow by Taiwan’s topography [Fig. 8 of Xu

et al. (2012)], resulting in a low-level convergence over

the coast of the southwestern Taiwan. Such a local

convergence produces favorable conditions for the de-

velopment of heavy precipitation systems. Because of

the persistent rainfall over southwestern Taiwan and the

adjacent coast from 14 to 15 June, a cold pool with

a temperature depression of 28–48C in the lowest 500m

formed there (Davis and Lee 2012; Xu et al. 2012). Tu

et al. (2014) also indicate that the cold pool over

southwestern Taiwan and the adjacent ocean was fur-

ther enhanced by the land breeze. As the convective

systems propagated inland, intensification took place

because of the warm, moist south-southwesterly flow

interacting with the cool air associated with the land

breeze. In addition, the low-level convergence between

the deflected southerly flow due to orographic blocking

(Fig. 1a) and the upstream southwesterly wind gener-

ated favorable conditions for the intensification of con-

vection. Furthermore, the effect of orographic lifting

aloft was absent due to the mountain-paralleling flow.

These important factors result in orographic blocking

and the convective cells becoming active in the coast-

al region. Consequently, the heavy precipitation was

coastally orientated and limited over the terrain slope,

as shown in Fig. 1b, based on the automatic rain gauge

observations.

In this study, the assimilation period is from 0000UTC

13 June to 1800 UTC 16 June. Whether heavy rainfall,

in association with features discussed above, can be

captured by analyses and forecasts is investigated in

section 5. Particularly, we focus on the impact of the

COSMIC-RO data in predicting the heavy precipitation

on 16 June. As discussed in Davis and Lee (2012), im-

portant features for this event include that the heavy

rainfall propagates from offshore to the coast, and the

rainfall rate over the coastal region is always higher than

the one over the terrain region (Fig. 1c). Before the

overland precipitation starts, strong southerly wind ap-

pears offshore of southwestern Taiwan. The southerly

wind is fundamental for localizing the rainfall over the

coastal plain, given the humid environmental condi-

tions. Compared to other heavy rainfall events during

the SoWMEX/TiMREX field experiment (Lai et al.

2011), the rainfall intensity on 16 June is not only heavy

but also long lasting (over 12 h), which leads to accu-

mulated precipitation with a maximum more than

300mm over coastal areas within 24 h. The difficulty in

predicting this event is the location of the heaviest

rainfall, which is crucial for issuing warnings of flood,

landslide, or mudflow.

3. Data assimilation system and observation
operators

a. The WRF–LETKF system

The data assimilation system used in this study is the

LETKF (Hunt et al. 2007) coupled with the Advanced

Research WRF Model, version 3.2 (Skamarock and

Klemp 2008 and also http://www.wrf-model.org/index.

php). The LETKF algorithm belongs to the square root

filter and updates the ensemble mean and perturbations

according to the local information of the background

(a short-range forecast) and regional observations. This

system has applied to study the issues in typhoon assim-

ilation and prediction (Yang et al. 2012) and shows

a reasonable skill with a real case of 2008 Typhoon Sin-

laku (Yang et al. 2013). The details of the WRF–LETKF

system are referred to Yang et al. (2012).

In addition to a 15%multiplicative covariance inflation

(Anderson and Anderson 1999), covariance localization

is used to avoid unrealistic correlation related to sampling

issue and is important for optimizing the performance of

LETKF. It is applied to the observation error covariance

(Hunt et al. 2007) to increase the observation error with

a Gaussian function in relating the distance between the
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observation and analysis grid point. The e-folding locali-

zation scale used in this study is 350km and the cutoff

scale is 1000 km.

In the WRF–LETKF system, a gross error quality

check (QC) procedure is applied to the observations

before performing the analysis. If the difference between

the observation and background state (i.e., innovation) is

5 times larger than the observation error, that particular

observation is rejected. To better use the bending angle

data in the low atmosphere, such QC for COSMIC data

below 1km is turned off. Further details about the ex-

perimental settings using the WRF–LETKF system are

discussed in section 4.

b. Local operators for the radio occultation

Local operators for simulating theRO refractivity and

bending angle have been implemented into the WRF–

LETKF system. The model local refractivity profile is

calculated based on the model temperature, pressure

and water vapor pressure [Eq. (A2)]. Here, ‘‘local’’

means using the model information at the occultation

column, instead of the actual value following the ray by

solving the ray-tracing equation, under the assumption

of local symmetry.

The local bending angle operator has been developed

at theNational CentralUniversity (NCU), Taiwan (Chen

et al. 2010). An Abel transform is applied to the local

bending angle operator in order to inverse the model’s

local refractivity profile to the local bending angle. Below

the model top, the operator evaluates the bending angle

integration according the vertical distribution of the re-

fractivity, while above themodel top, the bending angle is

computed by extrapolating the uppermost model pa-

rameters as presented in Healy and Thépaut (2006).
Detail of the local observation operator for RO bend-

ing angle is provided in the appendix. Verification (the

appendix) shows that the local bending angel derived by

our observation operator gives reliable and comparable

accuracy compared to the ECMWF Radio Occultation

Processing Package (ROPP) operator based on Healy

and Thépaut (2006).
We note that the assumption of exponential variation

of the refractivity within each layer used in Healy and

Thépaut (2006) is not applied to the NCU operator.

Such an assumption may not be valid when strong ver-

tical moisture gradient occurs, such as in the lower tro-

posphere of warm and humid regions. Figure 2a shows

an example of a moisture profile taken from a region

having a high moisture content and sharp vertical

moisture gradient in the low troposphere. In compari-

son, the variation of the vertical gradient of the tem-

perature is relatively linear. Dominated by the moisture

field the refractivity has a very strong vertical gradient

below 900m [shown with ln(N) in Fig. 2b], resulting in

a large bending angle greater than 0.05 rad between 300

and 500m. Similar values are also obtained when using

the ECMWF ROPP operator. With these unusual

values, the observations will be rejected with the regular

QC check. To demonstrate that such large values are

due to the moisture gradient, not the accuracy of the

operator, the moisture below 1km is linearly in-

terpolated between the first and seventh model levels,

indicated by the red line in Fig. 2a. After the modifica-

tion of the moisture in the low levels, the logarithm of

refractivity below 1 km behaves more linearly and the

large values of the bending angle disappear (the dashed

line in Fig. 2b). This also suggests how sensitive the

bending angle is to the moisture, especially the larger

vertical gradient near the boundary layer height. During

the experiment period, the RO observations over the

warm and moist region are near super-refraction and

they play a crucial role in enhancing the moisture con-

tent (see section 5a). To preserve the impact of low-level

RO bending angle observations in the assimilation ex-

periments, the QC check below 1km atmosphere was

turned off. Note that when a severe situation of super-

refraction occurs in observations, both bending angle

and refractivity are both ill conditioned and are not used

in assimilation.

Following Healy and Thépaut (2006), the observation
error of the bending angle is assumed to be 10% at the

surface and linearly decreases with height to 1% at

10 km. The observation error of the refractivity follows

Chen et al. (2011), varying from 3% near the surface to

0.3% at 14 km. The primary focus of this study is to in-

vestigate the impact of the RO data on the prediction of

the heavy precipitation system, in which the moisture

plays a critical role. Given that most of the moisture

resides in the lower troposphere and dominates the low-

level RO signals, only the RO data below 5 km are as-

similated in the experiments.

We note that assimilating only low-level RO data can

avoid the model bias at higher levels. The WRF Model

used in this study may have some cold bias near the

model top and such cold bias can reach to 5K after

a two-day integration. However, such a cold bias has

very limited influence on the simulation of the low-level

bending angle. With even a cold bias as large as 15K

at the model top, it contributes less than 1% variation

for the simulation of the bending angle below 5km.

Besides, the top of a regional model, which usually is

much lower than that used in global models, may in-

troduce nonnegligible errors and bias for simulating

bending angle at higher altitude. The uncertainty asso-

ciated with the use of a lower model top in the regional

model is further discussed in section 6b.
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4. Data assimilation and forecast experiment
design

The WRF–LETKF system is used for all assimilation

and numerical experiments in this study. Domain 1 (the

largest domain in Fig. 3), the only domain that performs

LETKF assimilation, uses a horizontal grid of 180 3 150

grid points with 27-km spacing. There are 27 vertically

stretched layers, with the top at about 50hPa. The phys-

ical parameterizations include the Rapid Radiative

Transfer Model (RRTM) based on Mlawer et al. (1997)

for longwave radiation, the Dudhia (1989) shortwave

radiation scheme, the Yonsei University (YSU) PBL

scheme (Hong et al. 2006), the Grell–Devenyi ensemble

scheme (Grell and Dévényi 2002) for the cumulus pa-

rameterization, and the Goddard Cumulus Ensemble

(GCE) microphysics scheme (Tao et al. 2003). Starting at

1800UTC11 June 2008, a set of 36 ensemble forecasts are

generated with initial conditions centered at the National

Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global

Forecast System (GFS) Final Analysis (FNL 18 3 18
data). The ensemble perturbations are randomly drawn

based on the 3D-Var background error covariance

(Barker et al. 2004). The same procedure is used to per-

turb the NCEP FNL data every 6h until 0000 UTC 17

June; the tendencies are then computed at the boundaries

according to these perturbed model states in order to

obtain corresponding boundary conditions (Torn et al.

2006).

The WRF–LETKF analysis is performed every 6 h at

0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC, and the observations

are collected with 63-h windows. Observations used in

FIG. 2. (a)Model temperature (T, open circles) and water vapor mixing ratio (Qv, asterisks) for a profile located in

the region of the southwesterly jet. The red line denotes the new water vapor mixing profile, similar to the original

one except that the values between the first and seventh model levels are modified. (b) Model refractivity (open

circles) and bending angle (asterisks) profiles based on the information from (a). The modified refractivity and

bending angle derived with the modified moisture are denoted as red and dashed lines, respectively.
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this study include the wind and temperature from ra-

winsondes, upper-air reports, flight dropsondes, mid- to

upper-level satellite winds, surface pressure from the

surface stations, and RO refractivity or bending angle

from COSMIC (Anthes et al. 2008) using the NCU local

bending angle operator. Figure 3 shows all COSMIC

observation locations for assimilation and the rest of the

observations at 1200 UTC 15 June as a typical distri-

bution. On average, six COSMIC RO profiles in a reso-

lution of about 400 km are available at every analysis

time within the model analysis domain. In this study, we

also emphasize the impact of the RO data in the analysis

of 15 June since the profiles are located in the range of

the southwesterly jet, covering and the SCS and Taiwan.

The RO data are preprocessed by interpolating the

original atmPrf data with a 3-m vertical resolution to

a profile with a 100-m vertical resolution.1 During this

SoWMEX IOP period, the rawinsondes in Taiwan are

launched every 6 h (Ciesielski et al. 2010), but the flight

dropsondes are only available at 0900–1200 UTC 12

June (Davis and Lee 2012). Moisture information from

the sounding data is not assimilated on purpose in order

to ensure that the observedmoisture information is from

the RO data.

Table 1 lists the assimilation experiments in this

study. The CNTL experiment uses only the conventional

observations and satellite winds. Additionally, the

BANGLE and REF experiments use the COSMIC RO

local bending angle and refractivity, respectively.

Through these experiments, we investigate whether the

dynamic and thermodynamic features associated with

the extreme heavy rainfall events could be represented

in the WRF–LETKF analysis and how this may de-

termine the intensity and location of the heavy rainfall

event on 16 June. Sensitivity experiments are also per-

formed to validate the impact from the local bending

angle; details are further discussed in section 6.

The analysis ensemble means at 1200 UTC 15 June

from different experiments are used as initial conditions

FIG. 3. The WRF Model domain and observations used in the assimilation and forecast

experiments. The largest domain with a horizontal grid spacing of 27 km is used for performing

the LETKF assimilation. Two additional nested domains (indicated with gray boxes), with

horizontal grid spacing of 9 and 3 km, respectively, are included for performing the 30-h

forecasts. The color dots denote RO profiles at different times on 15 Jun.

1 In order to resolve the high moisture in the lower troposphere,

the RO data are thinned to have a vertical resolution of 100m,

instead of the model vertical resolution.
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for 30-h forecast experiments, which are nested down to

3 km, as shown in Fig. 3. Note that all physical param-

eterizations used in the assimilation experiments with

the 27-km domain are the same for the nested domains

in the forecast runs, except that the cumulus parame-

terization is not activated in the finest (3 km) domain.

5. Results

a. Error covariance and analysis increment in relation
to the RO data

In the local RO operator, the model information

(temperature T, water vapor mixing ratio Qy, and pres-

sureP) at one location is used to simulate the refractivity.

By further using the information of the vertical gradient

of the refractivity, the local bending angle is derived. This

leads to different responses from the assimilation of re-

fractivity and bending angle, in addition to the effect of

using different observation errors. In this section, we

explore the differences of assimilating bending angle and

refractivity through the ensemble-based error covariance

matrices between the background errors in the observa-

tion space and in the model space. This is the same as

taking a particular column of the covariance matrix,HPf ,

where H is the linearized observation operator that maps

the model variables to observation space and Pf is the

background error covariance (Kalnay 2003). In the fol-

lowing, the covariance is constructed based on the same

moisture field of the background ensemble from the

BANGLE experiment at 1200 UTC 15 June covarying

with a set of simulated bending angle or refractivity en-

semble, given realistic observed RO point data at dif-

ferent heights taken from a COSMIC profile located to

the southeast of Taiwan (Fig. 3).

Figures 4a,b are the corresponding covariance struc-

tures at the 900-hPa level, constructed with the simulated

bending angle and refractivity ensemble, respectively, at

20.97808N, 123.76308E and 1km (point A). At this time

(1200 UTC 15 June), the strong low-level southwesterly

conveys high moisture from the SCS to southwestern

Taiwan. Difference in the covariance structure is found in

this regionwhen the simulatedROobservations are located

at low levels. Comparing Figs. 4a,b, the characteristics of

the background error covariance along line AB is dif-

ferent from the simulated bending angle; nonnegligible

covariance ranges from the location of the observation

(point A) toward the Bashi Channel. The negative co-

variance east of 1238E illustrates that this region is out of

the boundary of the moisture transport and that the low

moisture is affected by the subtropical high. With the

vertical cross section along the line AB in Fig. 4a, features

with positive covariance in Fig. 5a are mainly present

in the boundary layer and negative covariance is shown in

the midtroposphere of location A and near 850hPa over

theBashi Channel. Through this covariance structure, any

negative moisture innovations derived with the bending

angle at 1 km at location A can increase the moisture

above 1km over the Bashi Channel. In comparison, the

covariance associated with the simulated refractivity en-

semble at this location has less sensitivity to the moisture

gradient and has less response over the Bashi Channel

(Fig. 4b). Compared to Fig. 5b, the vertical structure of the

covariance is single signed with shallower influence.

(Fig. 5b). With an observation at a higher level (3.8 km,

near 650hPa), theHPf covariance with the bending angle

and refractivity exhibit very similar structures. As shown

in Figs. 4c,d, the horizontal structures near the observa-

tion level are very similar. Along a direction with weaker

moisture gradient (line AC), Figs. 5c,d also show a very

similar pattern. This again supports the assumption that

the potential benefit from the assimilation of the bending

angle comes from the sensitivity to the vertical gradient of

the moisture.

The sensitivity of bending angle and refractivity to

moisture can be illustrated with the relationship between

the ensemble spread and the structure of the moisture

TABLE 1. Settings in all the assimilation experiments.

Expt name Observations

Assimilation impact from bending angle on

analysis variables

CNTL Convention* 1 satellite wind

REF Convention 1 satellite wind 1 refractivity All

BANGLE Convention 1 satellite wind 1 bending angle All

BANGLE_noWind As in BANGLE No direct impact on the wind field

BANGLE_noQv As in BANGLE No direct impact on the moisture field

BND2 As in BANGLE, but only assimilate bending

angles below 2km

All

BNDno2 As in BANGLE, but only assimilate bending angles

between 2 and 5 km

All

* Convention data used in this study include the sounding from the rawinsondes and flight, upper-air soundings from the air report, and

surface station.
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field. As shown in Figs. 6a,b, the model state at this ob-

servation location is characterized by high moisture and

a strong vertical moisture gradient below 1.5 km. Such

a characteristic is also reflected in themoisture ensemble,

where the large ensemble spread of the moisture can

extend toward the level of 3 km but the large spread of

the vertical gradient is more concentrated in the low at-

mosphere below 1km (Fig. 6d). It is also evident that the

spread of the bending angle ensemble captures the char-

acteristics of the vertical gradient of the moisture, showing

large spread in the low atmosphere. In comparison, the

ensemble spread of the refractivity resembles the behavior

of themoisture spread. Results fromFig. 6 suggest that the

simulated bending angle ensemble is sensitive to the un-

certainties of the moisture gradient in vertical. We also

note that in terms of the fraction, the refractivity spread

(,3%) is much smaller than the bending angle spread

(.15% below 1km). This also justifies the RO observa-

tion errors used in this study.

b. Results from the analysis

We first evaluate the general thermodynamic and

wind conditions from WRF–LETKF analyses. Figure 7

shows the time–height series of the potential tempera-

ture at a model grid point near the Tainan sounding

station, located near the coast of southwestern Taiwan

(Fig. 1a). The moisture fields do not show much differ-

ence at this station among the three experiments during

the data assimilation period, except from 1800 UTC 14

June to 0600 UTC 16 June. Especially at 1200 UTC 15

FIG. 4. Ensemble-based covariance between the water vapor mixing ratio at the model level near the 900-hPa level

and (a) the bending angle, (b) the refractivity simulated at a COSMICRO location (pointA) at 20.97808N, 123.76308E,
and 1km. (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but the RO observation is simulated at 3.8km and the ensemble of water vapor mixing

ratio is near 650hPa. Red contours denote the negative values. Shading indicates the water vapormixing ratio (gkg21).

Figures 5a–d use the same ensemble from the background ensemble of the BANGLE experiment at 1200 UTC 15 Jun.

Lines AB and AC denote the directions of the cross sections shown in Fig. 5.
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June, the convective cloud develops more vigorously

(a deeper layer of moisture), in particular from the

BANGLE analysis. Also, the REF and BANGLE anal-

yses at this time show moister conditions (.20 gkg21)

near surface. As for the wind, the southwesterly wind

dominates above the 900-hPa levels most of the time in

all three analyses, but stronger northward component

appears below 950 hPa after 0600 UTC 14 June. The

near-surface cooling effect associated with the heavy

rainfall is clearly shown during 0000–1200 UTC 16 June

(Figs. 7b,c) while such cooling effect is less evident in

CNTL (Fig. 7a).

To show the impact from the assimilation of RO data

on the amount of moisture, Fig. 8 shows the total pre-

cipitable water (TPW) from the background and anal-

yses at 1200 UTC 15 June, when RO profiles are

available in the SCS area and the vicinity of Taiwan (see

the red dots in Fig. 3). As shown in Figs. 8e,f, the amount

of moisture in the SCS area and near Taiwan is signifi-

cantly enhanced with the assimilation of the RO data.

Figure 8f suggests a more profound moisture transport

toward southwestern Taiwan via the southwesterly flow.

The enhancement of TPW in Fig. 8f is related to the

deepening of the moisture layer. Figure 9 compares the

FIG. 5. Vertical cross section of the ensemble-based covariance along lines AB and AC shown in Fig. 4.
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moisture profiles derived from the background and anal-

ysis at the southwestern part of Taiwan, with the radio-

sonde observations located at (22.98N, 120.28E). For levels
above 925hPa, all backgrounds at this time show drier

conditions. The difference can be as large as 4 gkg21 at the

level of 700hPa for the CNTL background. Assimilating

refractivity or bending angle provides positive moisture

adjustments. But, the assimilation of bending angle

FIG. 6. (a)The ensemblemean state ofwater vapormixing ratio and (b) vertical gradient of themeanwater vapormixing

ratio at the observation location (20.97808N, 123.76308E). Ensemble spread of the (c) water vapormixing ratio, (d) vertical

gradient of the water vapor mixing ratio, (e) refractivity, and (f) bending angle at the same observation location.
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improves the moisture at 700hPa to a level closer to the

observation (Fig. 9b). This deepermoisture layer is echoed

in Fig. 7c at 1200UTC 15 June. For comparison, Fig. 9 also

shows the moisture profiles derived from the NCEP and

ECMWF global analyses, which exhibit very different

behavior between 500 and 900hPa.

At 1800 UTC 15 June, we further compare TPW from

the WRF–LETKF analysis with satellite observations

[composite of Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS)

and Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU)] and

global analyses (Fig. 10). Satellite observations (Fig. 10a)

show that relatively high moisture appears in south-

western Taiwan and south of the Guangdong province of

China at the SCS (near 20.68N, 116.68E). The TPW

computed from the BANGLE analysis at this time

(Fig. 10d) exhibits a more organized and high moisture

region extending from the SCS to the Taiwan Strait. In

theREF analysis (Fig. 10c), highmoisture occurs over the

SCS with a smaller coverage, compared to the BANGLE

analysis. Compared to CNTL (Fig. 10b), we note that the

local humid regions shown in Figs. 10c,d are meaningful

and statistically significant as indicated by the unmasked

region. Unfortunately, the ECMWF analysis (Fig. 10e)

exhibits a drier condition in the SCS.Although theNCEP

analysis (Fig. 10f) is generally moister than the ECMWF

analysis in the SCS region, the moist condition does not

extend toward southwestern Taiwan at this time. One

should keep in mind that these global analyses are re-

garded as another reference of the nature field. Note

that Fig. 10 also illustrates the importance of reflecting

the moisture pattern to the mesoscale convection sys-

tems in regional analysis; the validation of the local

high moisture region in southwestern Taiwan is further

justified later based on the precipitation forecasts

(section 5c).

Regarding the duration of the heavy precipitation,

observations suggest that the low-level convergence is

enhanced over the southwestern coast of Taiwan and the

adjacent ocean by local convergence related to the local

land breeze (Tu et al. 2014). Figure 11 shows the mois-

ture convergence at the 950-hPa level at 1200 UTC 15

June. All three experiments show nice moisture con-

vergence off the southwestern coast of Taiwan. The

initial condition is set up for heavy rainfall starting off-

shore and propagating toward Taiwan. Compared to

CNTL, the convergence zones fromREF andBANGLE

extend farther southwest toward the ocean.

When the GPS RO data are assimilated, the strength

of the southwesterly is slightly decreased at low levels.

However the westerly component between 228 and 238N
to the southwest of Taiwan is increased (Figs. 11b,c).

Thismodifies the wind directionmore toward inland and

improves the rainfall forecast extending toward the

coastal region of southwestern Taiwan, as will be dis-

cussed in section 5c.

c. Impact on the forecast initialized at 1200 UTC
15 June 2008

With the analysis discussed above, the heavy rainfall

on 16 June can only be reasonably captured with the

BANGLE analysis after 1200 UTC 15 June. In com-

parison, the number and location of the RO profiles at

0000 and 0600 UTC (Fig. 3) may not be able to have

a significant impact on the heavy precipitation over

FIG. 7. Time–height series of the potential temperature (contours),

water vapor mixing ratio (color shading), and wind barbs at the lo-

cation of the star in Fig. 1a.A full barb and a half barb represent 5 and

2.5ms21, respectively.
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southwestern Taiwan. After 1200 UTC, RO profiles are

not only available around Taiwan, but are also located

at the upstream of the moisture transport (i.e., the SCS

region).

Initialized at 1200 UTC 15 June 2008, the accumulated

rainfall prediction on 16 June is shown in Figs. 12a–c. The

CNTL forecast shows that the heavily precipitated area

is limited in the southern part of Taiwan. When the

COSMICROdata are assimilated, both the location and

intensity of the heavy precipitation over southwestern

Taiwan are improved, especially for the rainfall amount

greater than 50mmday21 (Figs. 12b,c). Compared to

observations (Fig. 1b), the location and intensity of the

precipitation are better captured after the assimilation of

GPS RO data and are slightly better with the use of

bending angle than with the use of refractivity, especially

for improving the heavy rain in the southwest part of

Taiwan.

The forecast skill of the equitable threat score (ETS)

and bias scores are computed based on the accumulated

rainfall prediction on 16 June in Taiwan. Results show

that the ETS and bias scores from the BANGLE forecast

are significantly higher than the other two forecasts for

thresholds larger than 100mmday21, as listed in Table 2.

This suggests that the bending angle data are beneficial

for predicting the location and intensity of the heavy rain

in this event. Although the REF forecast also shows high

bias scores, the ETS scores are relatively low for thresh-

olds larger than 100mmday21, because much of the

heavy rain falls in the southern Taiwan.

In addition to the deterministic forecasts initialized from

the analysis mean, results from ensemble forecasts also

suggest that the ensemble incorporated with the impact

from the RO bending angle has a better chance to capture

the heavy rainfall. Figure 13 shows the probability quan-

titative precipitation forecast (PQPF) computed from the

FIG. 8. TPW (kgm22) from (top) the background and (bottom) analysis at 1200UTC 15 Jun 2008 from the (a),(d) CNTL; (b),(e) REF; and

(c),(f) BANGLE experiments.
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ensemble forecasts initialized from CNTL, REF, and

BANGLE analysis ensemble at 1200 UTC 15 June. With

a threshold of 50mmday21 (the definition of heavy rainfall

used in Central Weather Bureau in Taiwan), the PQPF

from the CNTL ensemble forecast is lower and mostly is

located south of 22.68N (Fig. 13a), while the observed

heavy rainfall appears north of 22.68N (Fig. 1b). On the

other hand, Figs. 13b,c show that bothBANGLEandREF

ensemble forecasts can capture heavy rainfall in the coastal

region of southwestern Taiwan with a comparable proba-

bility. However, REF ensemble forecast predicts a higher

probability of heavy rainfall over southern Taiwan that

was not shown in observation (Fig. 1b). Therefore, Fig. 13c

suggests that analysis ensemble incorporated with the RO

bending angle provides a higher potential condition for

generating heavy rainfall near southwestern Taiwan in this

case study.

The differences in the initial conditions (the analyses

discussed in section 5b) show thatwhen the bending angle

is assimilated, the westerly component between 228 and
238N to the southwestern of Taiwan is increased

(Figs. 11b,c). This modifies the wind direction and mois-

ture transport more toward inland and facilitates the

development of the heavy precipitation. In addition, the

duration of the heavy rainfall is related to the mainte-

nance of the convergence zone. As shown in Figs. 11b,c,

the extension of the moisture convergence from offshore

to coastal region of southwestern Taiwan enables both

REF and BANGLE forecast to have a longer heavy

rainfall period.

We also note that forecasts initialized from BANGLE

and REF analyses at 1800 UTC 15 June consistently show

a better rainfall forecast than the CNTL forecast (Figs.

12d–f). The improvement fromREF is evenmore evident.

In short summary, the GPS RO data have the benefits

of representing the important elements, in terms of the

dynamic and thermodynamic states, for reproducing the

heavy precipitation event on 16 June.

d. The impact from the bending angle on the moisture
and wind fields

In this subsection, we investigate how assimilating the

bending angle can affect the moisture transport, which is

related to both moisture and horizontal wind fields. We

performed two assimilation experiments to turn off the

impact of the bending angle on the wind or moisture

FIG. 9. Moisture profile averaged over 0.58 3 0.58 domain centered at (23.08N, 120.28E) from (a) background and

(b) analysis at 1200 UTC 15 Jun. The green solid and dashed lines are derived from the NCEP FNL (0.58 3 0.58) and
ECMWF (0.258 3 0.258) global analyses, respectively. Dots denote radiosonde observations located at (22.98N,

120.28E).
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FIG. 10. TPW in color scale from (a) the observation of AIRS and AMSU data at 1742 UTC 15 Jun and sounding

data (scattered circles) at 1800 UTC, and from theWRF–LETKF analysis of (b) CNTL, (c) REF, and (d) BANGLE

analyses at 1800UTC 15 Jun. The (e) ECMWF (0.258 3 0.258) and (f) NCEP (0.58 3 0.58) global analyses at the same

time. In (c) and (d), the areas not masked with crosses denote that the TPW is significantly greater than the one

derived from CNTL.
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field during the LETKF analysis step. They are referred

to as BANGLE_NoWind and BANGLE_NoQv, re-

spectively. Unlike the experiments discussed in previous

sections, both experiments start from the BANGLE

background ensemble at 0000 UTC 15 June with three

cycling runs until 1200 UTC 15 June.

Figure 14 shows the 950-hPa water vapor mixing ratio

(color shading) and convergence (black lines) of the

analyses at 1200 UTC 15 June. In Fig. 14a, it is evident

that high moisture and strong convergence surround

Taiwan, which leads to the heavy precipitation on 16

June.When the bending angle has no impact on thewind

field at the analysis steps, features that contribute to

heavy rainfall can still be presented. However, such

features cannot be obtained when the bending angle has

no impact on the moisture field. Such moisture differ-

ences between the BND_noWind and BND_noQv are

still significant until 3 km in the coastal region of

southwestern Taiwan. This confirms that the main effect

from the bending angle is on the moisture field in that

area. Compared to Fig. 14b, the weaker convergence in

Figs. 14a,c may suggest the assimilation of bending angle

may have slightly degraded the wind fields in this case.

Since the wind variable is not directly related to the

bending angle, the corrections on the wind field depends

on the robustness of the cross-variable covariance be-

tween model wind and simulated bending angle. At this

time, the enhancement on the convergence field shown

in Fig. 14b is mainly due to model dynamics and the

assimilation of the sounding near Taiwan.

6. Results from sensitivity experiments

a. The importance of bending angles at different
heights

To test the forecast sensitivity to the bending angle and

its associated impact on the moisture field and pre-

cipitation prediction, we performed two experiments as

listed inTable 1. These experiments use the same setup as

theBANGLEexperiments, except that different levels of

FIG. 11. Moisture convergence at the 950-hPa level from the (a) CNTL, (b) REF, and (c) BANGLE analysis at 1200 UTC 15 Jun. The

arrows shown in (a) indicate the CNTL wind field. The arrows shown in (b) and (c) indicate the wind analysis differences between REF

and CNTL and between the BANGLE and CNTL, respectively.
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bending angle observations are assimilated. Bending an-

gles below 2km are assimilated in the BND2 experiment,

while the BNDno2 experiment assimilates bending angle

between 2 and 5km.

Figure 15 shows themeanmoisture difference between

the RO data-related analysis and the CNTL analysis and

the difference is averaged based on a box near south-

western Taiwan (208–22.58N, 1178–120.58E) at 1200 UTC

15 June. First, it is clear that assimilating bending angle

greatly increases the moisture amount between 850 and

500 hPa. Although BND2 shows that assimilating the

bending angles below 2km indeed helps to increase the

moisture amount below 900hPa, the moisture content

above 900hPa is significantly smaller than the BANGLE

analysis. When assimilating bending angle above 2 km,

the midlevel atmosphere becomes moister again.

As expected, the moisture differences shown on Fig. 15

have a great influence on the rainfall prediction. Forecast

results (figures not shown) indicate thatBNDno2 exhibits

a greater rainfall amount in southwestern Taiwan than

BND2 does. This suggests that the bending angle be-

tween 2 and 5km plays an important role in deepening

the moist air in the SCS and southwestern Taiwan, and

with the low-level convergence, the moisture transport

toward southwestern Taiwan can be further enhanced.

TABLE 2. (top) ETS and (bottom) bias of the quantitative

precipitation forecast on southwestern Taiwan on 16 Jun.

Observation

Threshold (mmday21)

50 100 130

ETS

CNTL 0.19 0.10 0.03

Bending angle 0.45 0.52 0.39

Refractivity 0.46 0.11 0.10

Bias

CNTL 0.92 0.39 0.33

Bending angle 1.33 0.79 0.75

Refractivity 1.07 0.56 0.32

FIG. 12. Total precipitation in color scale (mm) on 16 Jun (accumulated from 1600 UTC 15 Jun to 1600 UTC 16 Jun) from the forecasts

initialized from (a) CNTL, (b) REF, and (c) BANGLE analyses at 1200 UTC 15 Jun. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but the forecasts are initialized

at 1800 UTC 15 Jun.
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b. Uncertainty in the bending angle operator

As discussed in section 3b, contribution from the

bending angle above the model top follows the method

in Healy and Thépaut (2006), with extrapolation by

assuming that the refractivity decays exponentially

above the model top. The bending angle above the

model top may introduce some uncertainty during the

calculation within the model domain and a lower model

top might introduce a larger error. Although the

uncertainties associated with the choice of model top

are accumulated and affect lower levels through in-

tegration, such accumulated error is relatively small

compared to low levels where most moisture resides.

Based on the innovation statistics, the error of the

bending angle at the model top is about 2.85% of the

observation, which is not assimilated in this study. Such

an error attributes 0.71% and 0.46% of errors at 5 and

1 km, respectively, and are also much smaller than the

observation error.

FIG. 13. Probability quantitative precipitation forecast (PQPF) with a criteria of 50mmday21 on 16 Jun (accumulated from 1600 UTC

15 Jun to 1600 UTC 16 Jun) from the ensemble forecasts initialized from (a) CNTL, (b) REF, and (c) BANGLE analysis ensemble at

1200 UTC 15 Jun.
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It is inevitable that the model top of WRF, or other

regional models, is much lower than that which has been

used in global models. Under this situation, the extrap-

olation from the model top may not be adequate for re-

gional models and should be further studied. While this

study does not intend to answer this question, we have

conducted twomore sensitivity experiments to access the

impact of the bending angle uncertainties, contributed to

by the assumption of bending angles above the model

top. As we demonstrate in the following, such uncer-

tainties have some impact on analysis, but are small

enough to be neglected when assimilating bending angles

below 5km, as in this study.

In the default experiment, the bending angle above the

model top, named bdarm, follows Healy and Thépaut
(2006) (Fig. 16a). It uses the BANGLE background at

1200UTC 15August and assimilates only theRObending

angle data. The issue of the error contributed by a lower

model top height is assessed by reducing (Fig. 16b) or in-

creasing (Fig. 16c) 10% of the bending angles of that from

bdarm above the model top. Note that the innovations of

the local bending angle at the top of the model vary about

from 27% to 7%, and therefore, the 10% is chosen for

these bdarm sensitivity tests. The assessment is evaluated

by the increment of the total precipitable water vapor. As

shown in Fig. 16, the uncertainty associatedwith themodel

FIG. 14. 950-hPa water vapor mixing rate (color shading) and convergence (black contours) from analyses at 1200 UTC 15 Jun with RO

bending angle assimilated. The bending angle has (a) full effect, (b) no impact on updating the wind fields, and (c) no impact on the

moisture field. Divergence is denoted in gray contours.
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top has a small impact on the increments. These in-

crements are the same in signs and the differences among

them are small. As expected, these tiny differences do not

induce significant difference in the location and intensity of

the rainfall prediction. However, we should note that such

conclusion may only apply when assimilating bending

angles at a lower atmosphere (i.e., 5km in this study). For

the purpose of this study, we emphasize the RO impact on

the moisture field. The local operator should be further

evaluated to simulate bending angles at higher levels,

where the bending angle is one order smaller than that at

the low atmosphere.

7. Conclusions

GPS-RO data have been broadly used in global

and regional numerical weather predictions. Although

assimilation with the bending angle often performs

better than refractivity in many studies of global pre-

diction (e.g., Healy and Thépaut 2006; Cucurull et al.
2007), a study furnishing the feasibility of bending-

angle assimilation in the prediction of regional heavy

precipitation systems is appealing. The local RO op-

erators for simulating bending angle and refractivity

are implemented in the WRF–LETKF framework to

evaluate the impacts of these two types of COSMIC

RO data on the prediction of a heavy precipitation

episode during SoWMEX-IOP8 in 2008. With the

WRF–LETKF analyses, we investigate what the primary

elements are in the initial conditions for predicting the

intensity and location of the heavy precipitation and

how the assimilation of RO data can contribute.

The difference between the assimilation of the re-

fractivity and the bending angle data is examined by the

structure of the ensemble-based HPf error covariance,

between the background state in the observation space

and in themodel space. Results suggest that assimilation

of bending angle can lead to analysis corrections more

sensitive to the vertical gradient of the moisture, espe-

cially in the low troposphere. Similar structures of the

HPf error covariance are obtained with either the re-

fractivity or the bending angle located at higher levels

and in the region with a small moisture content and

a weak vertical moisture gradient; and thus similar pat-

terns of analysis correction are expected.

Based on the WRF–LETKF analyses, results suggest

that positive influences are obtained with the COSMIC

RO data by improving the moisture field. Particularly,

the impact of the COSMIC RO bending angle is shown

in deepening the depth of moist air and affecting the

thermodynamic variables. Overall, the analysis in-

corporated with the bending angle (BANGLE) shows

an enhanced moisture transport with a deeper layer of

moisture in the SCS and offshore southwestern Taiwan.

As a result, this creates a more favorable condition for

generating heavy precipitation in the coastal region of

southwestern Taiwan on 16 June.

Forecasts initialized after 1200 UTC 15 June suggest

that for this particular case study the COSMIC-RO

bending angle has a significant impact on improving the

heavy precipitation forecast. Without the COSMIC-RO

data, the analysis shows a drier condition in the coastal

area of southwestern Taiwan and the convergence is

more confined to the coastal area. As a result, the in-

tensity of rainfall forecast in Taiwan is not strong enough

and the location is farther southward, compared to the

observation.With the COSMIC-RO data, the location of

the heavy rainfall is improved and extended toward the

coastal region of southwestern Taiwan as seen in the

observations. By assimilating the bending angle, the high

moisture region offshore southwestern Taiwan is well

depicted with the support of the local convergence

extending from coastal to offshore southwestern Taiwan,

and consequently, the location and intensity of pre-

cipitation can be better predicted than the one derived

from the CNTL forecast. With similar patterns of mois-

ture enhancement, the REF analysis, however, is not as

moist as the BANGLE analysis between 700 and 900hPa

and the rainfall prediction is slightly worse in terms of the

location of the heavy rainfall based on the ETS forecast

score. In addition to the deterministic forecasts, the

PQPF also suggests that the impact from the RO bending

FIG. 15. Mean difference in water vapor mixing ratio between

the RO data associated and CNTL analyses. The difference is av-

eraged based on an area near southwestern Taiwan (208–22.58N,

1178–120.58E).
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FIG. 16. The increment of total precipitable water vapor (mm) after modifying the calculation

of bending angle above the model top with a factor of (a) 1.0, (b) 0.9, and (c) 1.1 times.
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angle indeed leads to a better probability distribution for

the location of the heavy rainfall.

Through the sensitivity experiments, we conclude that

for this case study the importance of the bending angles

is to deepen the moist air in the SCS and southwest of

Taiwan. Only when the moist air is deep enough, can the

intensity of the rainfall be successfully depicted with the

help of the convergence offshore southwestern Taiwan.

When initializing the forecasts at 1800 UTC 15 June,

the BANGLE andREF forecasts both show a consistent

performance and improvement over southwestern Tai-

wan. Given that the impact of the RO profile depends

on its relative location to the event of interest, future

studies with the much densely distributed RO data

(COSMIC-II) can further confirm its impact on the re-

gional severe weather prediction.

In this study, we show the positive impact of assim-

ilating COSMIC RO bending angles on heavy rainfall

prediction over Taiwan with low-level limited (below

5 km), available RO soundings using the WRF–

LETKF system. In comparison to the local refractivity

operator, the local bending angle operator performs

slightly better because it can deepen the depth of

moisture layer, which is essential for successfully de-

livering the severe weather prediction. The role of RO

data at higher altitudes (above 5 km) is not investigated

in this study because the regional model uses a model

top usually much lower than the global models. Al-

though the uncertainties associated with the assump-

tion of the bending angle above the model top

contribute a relatively small amount of error for sim-

ulating the bending angle at the low level, the simula-

tion of RO bending angle may contain larger errors at

higher altitude with a model top of 50 hPa. This may

introduce faulty observation innovations (the maxi-

mum about 7% in this study) and mislead analysis

corrections, which can be magnified by the use of small

observational errors at upper levels (e.g., 1% at 10 km).

Also, the description of the observation error variance

at upper levels needs to be properly estimated, since

the bending angle at the upper level becomes much

smaller at upper levels. In this study, we just follow the

specification of bending angle observation errors in

global models (Healy and Thépaut 2006). With oper-

ational global models, Healy et al. (2007), Healy

(2008), and Cucurull et al. (2013) have confirmed that

the assimilation of RO data with entire vertical range

can improve the temperature forecast in the upper

troposphere and lower stratosphere. In the future,

a combination of both bending angle and refractivity

assimilations for different vertical ranges may turn out

to be a better strategy for regional models for taking

full advantage of the RO data.
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APPENDIX

A Local Operator for the RO Bending Angle

A local bending angle operator has been developed at

the National Central University (NCU), Taiwan (Chen

et al. 2010), and implemented into the WRF–LETKF

system.

An Abel transform is applied to this operator in order

to inverse the model’s local refractivity profile to the

‘‘local’’ bending angle. Here, local means using themodel

local refractivity value at the occultation column, instead

of the actual value following the ray by solving the ray-

tracing equation, under the assumption of local symme-

try. Following Kursinski et al. (1997), the observation

operator is constructed to evaluate the bending angle

integral given the observed impact parameter a:

a(a)522a

ð‘
a

d(lnn)/dxffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(x22 a2)

p dx, x5 nr , (A1)

where a is the bending angle, n is the refractive index

derived from themodel, and r is the radius value of a point

on the ray path. And the atmospheric refractivity, defined

as N5 (n2 1)3 106, varies with the atmospheric pres-

sure, temperature, and the moisture. It can be calculated

by

N5 77:6
P

T
1 3:733 105

Pw

T 2
, (A2)

where T is the air temperature (K), P is the total air

pressure (hPa), and Pw is the water vapor pressure

(hPa). We note that the constants in Eq. (A2) are em-

pirically determined (Smith and Weintraub 1953). We

use Eq. (A2) to project the model variables T, P, and Pw

to refractivity and refractive index. To analyze Eq. (A1),
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we do not use the approximations of [lnn’ 1026N) andffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 2 a2

p
’

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2a(x2 a)

p
] as those shown in Healy and

Thépaut [2006, their Eqs. (3)–(5)]; instead, we factor the
equation directly. The denominator term

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(x2 2 a2)

p
can be split into two terms [

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(x1 a)(x2 a)

p
]. Then we

assume that the x in
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(x1 a)

p
is an average in levels of

ith and (i11)th. By approximating the gradient of lnn

with respect to x (i.e., d lnn/dx) and x 1 a (5x1 a5
[(xi 1 xi11)/2]1 a) as constants for a profile, the section

of the ray path between the ith and (i11)th model levels

can be written as

Da522a
d lnn

dx

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x1 a

p
ðx

i11

x
i

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(x2 a)

p dx . (A3)

Equation (A3) is used to integrate from a to the model

top. Above themodel top, the bending angle is computed

by extrapolating the uppermost model parameters as

presented in Healy and Thépaut (2006):

Datop5 1026
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2paki

q
Ntop

3 exp[ki(xtop 2 a)]
h
12 erf

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ki(xtop2 a)

q �i
,

(A4)

where ki 5 [ln(Ni/Ni11)/(xi11 2 xi)] and is assumed

constant for a profile. And, erf represents the Gaussian

error function. In Eq. (A4), ki is set to be a constant 1/

6000 to simplify the calculation. In global models with

a high domain top (e.g., 60 km or higher), the error in

contribution by Eq. (A3) is very small. The error may

increase for regional models with a lower top of 30 km,

and this is taken care of by using Eq. (A4) to account for

the high atmosphere above 30km in this study. The un-

certainty associated with the use of a lower top in the

regional model is further discussed in section 5c. In the

following, we refer to this new local bending angle op-

erator as the NCU local operator.

The NCU bending angle operator is compared with

that derived from the ECMWF Radio Occultation

Processing Package (ROPP) operator used by Healy

and Thépaut (2006), and both results are also compared

with observations. The simulated bending angle with the

NCU local operator is denoted as ‘‘NCUbending angle’’

(aNCU) and the same for the ‘‘ECMWF’’ bending angle

(aECMWF). The verification data are collected from 29

RO profiles of refractivity data from the Taiwan Anal-

ysis Center for COSMIC (TACC) on 15 June 2008. The

data are in the NetCDF (atmprf) format with a vertical

resolution of around 3–5m (details of the data format

can be found online at http://tacc.cwb.gov.tw/en/). The

TACC refractivity with a coverage top of 60 km is pro-

vided as the inputs for the two local bending angle op-

erators and the simulated bending angles are then

compared with the retrieved (i.e., observed) bending

angles from TACC.

Our results suggest that the simulated bending angles

from both local operators are quite reliable compared to

the observed values and that the simulated errors can be

as low as 0.1% below 30 km. Figure A1 shows the rela-

tive differences between the simulated bending angle

and observations. With this high vertical resolution, the

simulated bending angle by the NCU local operator is

very accurate (,0.2%, about 1025 rad) but the ECMWF

operator provides a much larger positive bias (;10%)

below 10 km (Figs. A1a,b). We note that the vertical

FIG. A1. (a) Relative difference of the simulated bending com-

puted with the NCU local operator and the TACC atmPrf data.

(b) As in (a), but the simulated bending angle is computed with the

ECMWF-ROPP local operator.
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resolution of the refractivity can significantly modify the

accuracy of the computed bending angle. The differences

with the observations become much larger (1023 rad)

when the RO profile with a lower vertical resolution is

used for comparison. S. B. Healy (2011, personal com-

munication) points out that the large positive bias shown

in Fig. A1b may be related to the assumption of expo-

nential variation of refractivity in vertical. If the profiles

that violate such an assumption are not used for verifi-

cation, the positive bias resulting fromusing the ECMWF

bending angle operator can be largely reduced (but can-

not be completely removed).With these selected profiles,

the accuracy of the NCU bending angle is only;1%–2%

better.We have to emphasize that the comparisons made

above use the ‘‘TACC refractivity’’ as the inputs. When

using the bending angle operator in the assimilation sys-

tem, the refractivity needs to be computed based on the

model variables with Eq. (A2). Also, the vertical reso-

lution of the model and the assumption for a local oper-

ator would introduce errors in the simulated refractivity.
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